**Appendix 2. Schematic workshop outline and overview of main questions per workshop and session.**

**Schematic workshop outline**

**Pre-workshop**
- Invitation sent out to participants by e-mail, including preparatory material and/or exercises (e.g. previous interaction documentations, new input or reflection points) and Registration of participants

**Workshop**
- *Introduction by the research team*
  - Frame and aim of the pRT
  - Outcomes from previous interactions
  - Purpose of the workshop
  - Presentation of participants
  - Informed consent and other ethical issues clarified (e.g. photos, quotes)

- **Session 1**
  - Instruction and facilitation by research team
  - Tasks to solve in smaller groups or individually, sharing of thoughts within smaller groups
  - Large group presentation and reflection, moderated by research team

- **Break**

- **Session 2**
  - Instruction and facilitation by research team
  - Tasks to solve in smaller groups or individually, sharing of thoughts within smaller groups
  - Large group presentation and reflection, moderated by research team

- **Closure by the research team**
  - Summary of workshop insights
  - Information about next steps

**Post-workshop**
- Documentation processed and sent to all participants
Summary of overarching questions per workshop and sessions

SESSION 1

WORKSHOP 1: Understanding of GBI benefits and drivers of change

What should be resilient? What is valued?
Nature based recreational activities in FL
Nature based recreational activities in relation to spatial outline of FL

SESSION 2

WORKSHOP 2: Exploring drivers of change

Possible futures for FL 2050
Creating narrative scenarios in relation to four drivers of change (urban development, environmental and climate change, forms of housing tenure, governance organisation and decision making)
How these scenarios impact the FL – the nature reserve and the surroundings

Evaluating the scenarios for FL 2050
Identifying threats and possibilities with the developed scenarios

WORKSHOP 3: Assessing proposed scenarios

Scenarios and nature based recreational activities
Influence of the four proposed scenarios on the nature based recreational activities, including both qualitative and quantitative effects

Ranking nature based recreational activities – what to prioritise?
Prioritising nature based recreational activities to be supported under each scenario
Prioritising nature based recreational activities based on the current situation in FL
Assessing differences between scenario and current situation prioritisations.

WORKSHOP 4: Identifying key interventions

What needs to happen and how to achieve the goals?
What in the present FL should be preserved, adapted and/or transformed, or removed?
What is the appropriate scale of intervention?

Who, where and when?
Who will implement the measures identified?
Where can the measures be implemented?
When should the measures be implemented?